








Mailbox Guidelines 

Here are some helpful guidelines to follow when 
placing your mailbox: 

• Position your mailbox 41" to 45" from the
road surface to the bottom of the mailbox or point
of mail entry.

• Place your mailbox 6" to 8" back from the
curb. If you do not have a raised curb, contact 
your local postmaster for guidance. 

• Put your house or apartment number on the
mailbox.

• If your mailbox is on a different street from
your house or apartment, put your full street
address on the box.

The best mailbox supports are stable but bend or fall 
away if a car hits them. The Federal Highway 
Administration recommends: 

A 4" x 4" wooden support or a 2"-diameter standard 
steel or aluminum pipe. 

• A void unyielding and potentially dangerous
supports, like heavy metal pipes, concrete posts,
and farm equipment (e.g., milk cans filled with
concrete).

• Bury your post no more than 24 11 deep.
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YOU CAN ANSWER THIS CALL! 
YOUR LOCAL COMMUNITY FIRE 

COMPANIES NEED VOLUNTEERS 
All local fire companies need volunteers, 

whether as firefighters, fire police, or 
auxiliary members. Brickerville. 

Brunnerville and Penryn FC's all serve 
this community. Please support them with 
your time, SUPPORT, and finances today! 

So you like country living? 
Homeowners are responsible to keep tree limbs 
and brush trimmed back off the road. The 
Township will trim any limbs or bushes that 
protrude into the right-of-way (ROW). Clear 
lanes of travel need maintained to facilitate the 
easy and safe passage of Township Road 
Equipment. Also: corner properties should keep 
all landscaping trimmed back to allow for clear 
sight lines. 

What? You didn't get your 2022 dog license yet?! 
All dogs three months and older are required to be licensed< 

Annual licenses expire December 31 each year. 
0 Don't delay, get your 2022 license today! 

Pennsylvania's Dog Laws: 
If your dog is not licensed, you may be fined up to 

$300 per dog. Get a license at your county treasurer's 
office. 

Your dog must be under control and always 
supervised. You are responsible for any damages caused 
by your dog on someone else's property. 

It is illegal to mistreat or abuse animals. Report 
suspected abuse to your local humane organization or 
police. 

Purposely poisoning a dog, whether it is yours or 
someone else's, is illegal. 

You may not abandon or attempt to abandon any 
dog. You could be fined $1,000 plus court costs. 

Puppies under eight weeks old cannot be 
bartered, traded, sold, or transferred. 

You must have a kennel license if you keep, sell, 
transfer, adopt or foster at least 26 dogs in a calendar 
year. 

If your dog attacks or kills a human or domestic 
animal without provocation, it may be considered 

dangerous. You may face extensive fines and restrictions. 
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MOVE OVER FOR EMERGENCY VEHICLES 

ts OVER 

Every day ( on average across the nation) 3 responders are struck and injured at the scene 
of a roadside emergency that they have been dispatched to, some suffering life-long, career
ending injuries. As if those injuries are not sobering enough, through the end of 2021, 65 
responders have been struck and killed by a passing motorist in 2021. (In 2019, 44 emergency 
responders were struck and killed.) As an agency that responds to hundreds of incidents that 
occur on roadways (traffic accidents and medical emergencies), these struck-by incidents concern 
us. We, like all other responders, just want to go home at the end of our shift. And we believe the 
key to reducing these tragedies is educating the motoring public. 

On April 27, 2021, Pennsylvania's Move Over law went into effect. This law, an 
updated, enhanced version of an existing Steer Clear law, provides for a number of deterrent 
consequences that the previous law did not address, such as a directive to move over at least one 
full lane of travel when passing an accident or work scene, and to slow down at least 20 mph 
below the posted speed limit. But a law cannot truly prevent these tragedies. It is an action by the 
motorist that is required. Northwest EMS Community Outreach Manager, Lori Shenk, who also 
serves as co-chair of the Public Education and Outreach Committee for PennTIME 
(Pennsylvania's Traffic Incident Management Enhancement team), has been working with 
responders and state and local officials across the Commonwealth on awareness and education 
initiatives. One of those initiatives is the production of a state-wide Public Service Announcement 
(PSA) to be released in advance of the law's implementation. The hope is that the PSA will 
promote awareness of these tragedies and encourage practical application by motorists to SLOW 
DOWN and MOVE OVER as they pass these working scenes. 
Slow Down and Move Over is more than a slogan. It's a cry for response and a call to action. WE

ALL JUST WANT TO GO HOME AT THE END OF OUR SHIFT. For more information 
contact out Communitv Outreach Manager. Lori Shenk. at 17-371-828- or ernail 

lshe11/...{@11wem · 6. org. 

From the PA State Police: Note on "Diversion Thefts" or Imposter Fraud 
During the year, many transient criminals travel thru the State in search of victims, specifically the 

elderly. Here are some good defensive tips against this type of fraud or theft. Criminals often approach 
and distract a homeowner by luring them toward a particular part of the house by feigning illness, asking 
for water, looking for a "lost" pet, etc. They also may pose as a repairman to gain access to the house. 
They may present an I.D. badge or be dressed in what appears to be a uniform and may attempt to 
convince the victim that they need access to the home. While inside and being a distraction, these 
criminals' unseen accomplices often steal valuables such as cash or jewelry. Always lock your doors 
when doing yard work, getting the mail or when you go outside. Be careful who you let in your home. 
Verify with the company (electric, gas, water, etc) that the employee is legitimate. Write down any 
license plates of suspicious vehicles, as well as good physical descriptions of anyone who comes to your 
door. Immediately call the State Police, Troop J, Lancaster, to report any suspicious activities. 
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